
THE EXPERIENCE...

As you approach the space, the gentle sound of the water fountain calls your attention and soothes you. The 
water fountain invites you to wash your face, hands or feet to prepare to enter the garden as you would do when 
entering a Sacred  space.
The sign in the garden suggests that you take off your shoes. The ground looks delicate and pristine, so you feel 
confortable doing so.
You follow the stepping stones that circle the garden. In a meditative state, you observe your thoughts and 
become more present with every step, as suggested at the entrance. 

Once you have circled the garden, you walk towards the centre by stepping over the white thyme while experiencing 
the temperature in your feet and the scent in the air.
The pillars simulate the entrance to a temple, giving the space a three-dimensional feel and a sense of protection.
As you walk in between the beatufiul, soft plants, you notice a small fire burning in the centre. This is a sacred fire 
where you can burn a piece of paper containing a desire or an old habit you wish to break.
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CIRCULAR WATER RILL
40cm width by 40cm depth

SCENTED GROUND COVER  
Thymus serpyllum albus

SHOU SUGI BAN PILLARS 
Self-preserved charred wood. 2m tall by 10cm 
diameter

CURVILINEAR BENCHES 
Made of self-preserved charred wood

CORTEEN STEEL FIREPIT 
With square standing base

SOFT BARK

PERENNIAL BORDER 
Ormamental grasses and herbaceous plants with 
year-round structure 

TOBI-ISHI STEPPING STONES 
For the meditative walk before entering the 
garden 

WATER BASIN WITH A FOUNTAIN
To oxigenate rill and allow people to clean their feet 
when entering and exiting the garden

THE PLANTING PALETTE...
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Perspective view 

Elevation view 1 : 100

Elevation view 1 : 75
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